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Abstract. GNSS receivers are nowadays commonly
used in monitoring applications, e.g. in estimating
crustal and infrastructure deformations. This is
basically due to the recent improvements in GNSS
instruments and methodologies that allow high
precision positioning, 24h availability, semiautomatic data processing.
In this paper, we use GNSS technique to monitor
dam deformation behavior comparing results with
outcomes from pendulum observations that thanks
to their reliability and high accuracy can be
considered as reference. The study has been carried
out for two dams in Sardinia: the Genna Is Abis on
Rio Cixerri, and the Eleonora D’Arborea called also
Cantoniera dam. Appropriate analytical models of
dam deformation depending on time, reservoir
water level, air and water temperature have been
estimated using pendulum data (for Genna Is Abis
dam) and GNSS data (for Cantoniera dam). Both
reference models were able to properly fit
respectively pendulum data and GNSS data, with
standard deviation of residuals lower than one
millimeter. Furthermore the Genna Is Abis
reference deformation model deduced by pendulum
was compared with estimated displacement from
GNSS observations and standard deviation of the
residuals was still lower than one millimeter. For
the send model estimated at Cantoniera dam the
comparison with pendulum data gave residual with
mean around zero and standard deviation of lower
than two millimiter.
These
encouraging
outcomes
open
new
perspectives in the study of deformations of
structures that foresee the GNSS technique as
complementary
monitoring
instrumentation
especially for medium-long time intervals.
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1 Introduction
Accurate monitoring of dam deformations is an
important task, allowing an effective warning

system. It’s used to carry out dam monitoring by
different kind of instruments, like spirit leveling,
collimators, clinometers, extensometers, pendulums
etc. However, in most of the cases these surveys can
be performed infrequently and just in very few
points of the dam itself, being time-consuming
and/or expensive. A rather cheap continuous
deformation monitoring can be carried out installing
some GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
devices on the structure. It was proposed to apply
this method for dams monitoring already by
DeLoach (1989), when GPS (Global Positiong
System) was not completed yet. Nowadays there are
few examples on real dams. Behr et al. (1998)
analysed the time series (covering almost 3 years)
obtained from two recording GPS stations
respectively located on the left abutment and on the
arc centre of the Pacoima Dam (California). They
demonstrated the applicability of continuous GPS to
the field of structural monitoring. Rutledge et al.
(2006) analysed the measurements of six GPS
monitoring stations installed on the crest of the
Libby Dam (Montana). Four of them were installed
coincident with existing gravity-based plumb lines
and then their horizontal results were directly
compared. The correlation analysis demonstrated a
high level of agreement between the two systems,
providing evidence that GPS is suited for long-term
performance monitoring of dams. Barzaghi et al.
(2012) studied the time series of data collected by
four GNSS devices located on the crest of the Genna
Is Abis Dam (Italy) demonstrating that coordinate
time series on short baselines can attain a precision
on the order of 1 mm along the horizontal
components. Lastly, Dardanelli et al. (2014)
considered the GNSS time series collected during
few months on the Castello Dam (Italy), achieving
an accuracy of few mm and highlighting the relation
with the water surface level derived from remote
sensing.
The objective of this paper is on one side to
characterize deformations with an appropriate
analytical model (depending on time, on the

reservvoir water level and/orr other phyysical
variabbles, such as aair and water temperatures)) and
on thee other side to strengthen thhe GNSS technnique
for ddam controllling deformaation with high
accuraacy.
In thee next section we describe the two damss and
used iinstrumentatioons that are the object off this
study. In Section 3 we
w describe thhe case of Gennna Is
Abis dam
d
where thhe reference ddeformation m
model
was ddeduced from pendulum observations aand it
was ccompared witth the estimaated displacem
ments
deriveed from GNSS
S observation. The results prroves
that G
GNSS coordinaate time seriess on short baseelines
(arounnd two kilometers) can atttain a precisioon of
the ordder of 1 mm (iin the horizonntal componentts)
As seccond test casee we describee the study caarried
out att Eleonora D
D’Arborea daam where, onn the
opposiite, the predicctive model has
h been estim
mated
using GNSS data and this waas compared with
deform
mation estimatted by pendullum. Residuals had
a meann of -0.13 mm
m and a standaard deviation oof 1.7
mm. It is also outlinned that the linnear model ussed to
bring the pendulum
m height on thhe crest of thee dam
needs further investigations thaat could requuire a
non-linnear model.

2 Stu
udy cases:: Genna Is A
Abis and
Canttoniera dam
ms
This ppaper concernss deformation study of two dams
located in Sardinia (Italy). The m
management oof the
o by ENte Acque Sarddegna
dams is carried out

(EN
NAS) who provided the monitoring ddata, and
anccillary informaation on the ddam structuress. One of
the dams is nameed Genna Is A
Abis, it is a graavity dam
o Rio Cixerrii. Waters
26 m high and 1295 m long on
of tthis torrential river are gathhered in a bassin of 32
Mm
m3 to proviide drinking water, to irrigate
agrricultural fieldds and as a baasin laminationn in case
of fflood. The dam
m structure iss shown in Figgure 1, it
wass built close to Cagliari annd is composeed of 85
ashhlars (each onne 6 m wide)). It is providded by a
moonitoring netw
work of 1661 extensom
meters, a
collimation systtem and two pendulum cchambers
(loccated in ashlarrs 5 and 43/9).
Am
mong all the non GNSS monitoring systems
insttalled on thhe two damss we considder only
penndulum data due to theirr high accurracy and
reliiability. At G
Genna Is Abis dam there are two
opttical pendulum
ms (one direect and one iinverted)
measuring upsstream and downstream
m crest
with respect too the foundatiion, with
dispplacements w
an accuracy of 0.02 mm. Six G
GNSS Leica G
GMX902
(doouble frequeency receiveers) equippeed with
AX
X1202GG anteennas were innstalled to esttablish a
moonitoring systtem in 20077. The systeem was
dessigned locatingg four GNSS rreceivers on thhe points
A, B, C and D along
a
the dam
m crest. Masterr stations
RE
EF1 and REF
F2 were possitioned in tthe dam
neighbourhood, one on a reinforced concrete
struucture and onee on bedrock ((see Figure 1).. In order
to ccompare displacements obtaained by GNSS and by
penndulum the tw
wo points B aand C were pplaced on
ashhlars 5 and 43//9 respectivelyy.

Fig. 1 Genna Is Abis dam (Cixerri Rioo) with the GNS
SS monitoring neetwork (credit byy ENAS).

me series of pooints A, B, C aand D
Daily coordinate tim
were estimated by GNSS data ccollected over one

yeaar (sampling rate 15” andd cut-off anglles 15°).
Raaw data were processed
p
usinng LEICA Geeo Office
sofftware using R
REF1 and REF
F2 as referencce points

(coorddinates were kkept fixed) annd the baselinnes to
the A
A, B,C and D points weree estimate (siinglebase). With adjusstment of alll baselines daily
B, C and D. were
coordiinates of the points A, B
estimaated. These coordinates, after a refeerence
system
m transformaation, were calculated inn the
upstreeam-downstreaam direction. This alloweed to
compaare estimatedd GNSS diisplacements with
that we considered
deriveed pendulum displacements
d
as refeerence model ddue to their hiigh accuracy.
The ssecond dam, called Eleonnora D’Arboreea or
Cantonniera dam, is larger than G
Genna Is Abiss dam
(100 m high and 5582 m long). It collects w
waters
from T
Tirso river forrming the Om
modeo Lake. This
T is
one of the largest artificial basin of Europe (full
M 3 of water)). This huge sttorage
capaciity is 792.84 Mm
is useed for irrigatiion, drinking water supplyy and
hydroeelectric energgy generation.. Cantoniera is an
hollow
w gravity dam
m composed of
o 38 ashlars (each

15 m long and 4 m wide). It
I is monitoreed by 90
exttensometers, 122
1 mono-axiaal and 4 tri-axxial jointmeeters. Points iin a number of 14 are coonsidered
crittical points oof the structurre. They are equipped
e
witth pendulum chambers, hhaving installled two
opttical instrumennts (0.01 mm accuracy).
Thhe monitoringg GNSS netw
work is compposed of
thrree permanentt stations loccated on bennchmarks
outtside the dam
m. In corresspondence off ashlars
num
mber 6, 14, 244, 29, 31 and 35 there are ssix rover
staations. They arre placed on thhe crest, on significant
poiints of the dam
m structure. F
For the ashlarss number
14,, 24 and 35 GNSS receivvers (Leica G
GMX902
witth AX1202GG
G antenna) weere installed. F
First data
beccame availablle from the A
August 5, 20013. The
rem
maining three ashlars were equipped witth GNSS
recceivers duringg the subsequeent year; obseervations
weere provided sttarting on Novvember 5, 2014.

Fig. 2 Eleonoraa D’Arborea or C
Cantoniera dam ((Tirso river) withh the GNSS monnitoring network (credit by ENAS
S).

Daily coordinates tiime series weere estimated in
i the
directioon
the
m
model
upstreeam-downstreaam
displacements
w
was
derived from the GNSS
G
observvations and iit was compaared to penddulum
observvations.
Gennaa Is Abis andd Cantoniera are also equuipped
with meteorologicaal sensors m
monitoring airr and
a with hydrometers for w
water.
water temperature, and

3 Te
est Descripttion
Main objective of dam deformaation investigaations
b
reactss to external stress
concerrns how the barrage
and w
which phenom
mena mostly influence
i
the crest

dissplacement. Inn the followinng comparison GNSS
andd pendulum daata are analyseed
3.1
1 Pendulum
m time series
s modelling and
co
omparison w
with GNSS
must be propoosed that can describe
Prooper models m
thee actual data. Time
T
series m
must be long ennough to
alloow
estimatting
long
term
peeriodicity
defformations. Siince Genna Is Abis dam dissposes of
oveer 20 yearss with monnthly recordeed crest
dissplacements, w
we choose succh dam to moodel time
serries pendulum and compare the model witth GNSS
poiint estimates.
Efffective modelss adjusted on experimental data are
also very importtant. For our analysis
a
we have used

a formulation proposed by De Sortis and Paoliani
(2007). We modified the model by performing a
FTT analysis to solve for any existing harmonic
component present in the data. The model was least
square fitted with the data and proved to be in good
agreement with all the considered pendulum time
series.
The a posteriori estimated standard deviations from
least squares adjustment over the analysed set of
Genna Is Abis ashlars are 0.53 mm and 0.73 mm in
ashlars 5 and 43/9 respectively. Therefore the model
reproduced the pendulums data with residuals
having a standard deviations less than one
millimetre.
Comparing this model with GNSS estimates we
obtained (see Table 1) that the standard deviation of
the differences between the pendulum model and
the GNSS estimated displacements are also below
one millimetre.
Table 1. The standard deviations of the difference
between pendulum model and GNSS estimated
displacements for the Genna Is Abis 5 and 43/9
ashlars
Ashlar

σ[mm]

5

0.80

43/9

0.87

The obtained results are surprisingly good and
proves that GNSS coordinate time series on short
baselines (around two kilometres) can attain a
precision of the order of 1 mm (in the horizontal
components). It can be thus concluded that GNSS
technology can be favourably applied in dam
monitoring.
3.2 GNSS time series modelling and
comparison with pendulum
These encouraging results have motivated to
estimate a predictive model using GNSS time series
data to model the movement upstream-downstream
of the dam to be used as term of comparison for
future observations. This study was performed for
the Cantoniera dam. The functional model is the
same used for Genna Is Abis dam (having one linear
plus one periodic component). To assess the quality
of the deformation model, deduced from GNSS

time series data, this has been compared with
pendulum displacements.
Eleonora d’Arborea dam has optical pendulums
(one direct and one inverted) for each ashlar.
Direct pendulums are anchored at about 95 m s.l.m.
inside the structure, while inverted pendulums are
bounded to the foundation, at an height of only few
meters s.l.m. Data of both pendulums are recorded
in a common place at the bottom of the dam.
The whole displacement of the structure is therefore
obtained by summing results obtained by direct and
inverse (with opposite sign) pendulum. It’s worth to
note that this displacement does not represent the
crest movement, at the hight of 120 m s.l.m., but the
movement of the suspension point of the direct
pendulum that is about 25 m lower.
Being GNSS receivers placed on the crest their
displacements measure deformation of the top of the
structure. Under the assumption that the movement
is linear along the height of the dam the
displacement by pendulum can be easily calculated
at the crest dam.
Pendulum measurement were carried out during the
same interval of the GNSS measurement (from
September 2013 to February 2015).
As an example, displacements obtained by
pendulum located in ashlar number 24 (disposing of
longer time series data) have been compared to the
model estimated from GNSS data.
Statistics of the residuals between GNSS model and
displacements obtained by pendulum are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Statistics of the difference between GNSS
model and pendulum estimated displacements for
the Cantoniera dam ashlar number 24
GNSS-Pendulum[mm]
mean
σ
rms
max
min

-0.131
1.7
1.7
2.6
-3.5

The differences have a mean close to zero mm and a
standard deviation of 1.7 mm. It looks like the
pendulums underestimate displacements of the
examined ashlars. To prevent displacement
underestimation, the linear model (used to bring
pendulum measurement to the crest of the dam)
should be further investigated. Also longer GNSS

time series are needed to better estimate the periodic
term of the reference model.

4 Conclusions
The analysis of the pendulum observations coming
from the installed devices at Genna Is Abis dam led
to the definition of possible analytical models able
to describe the crest point displacements. Same
analysis carried out on Cantoniera dam using GNSS
data time series was successful in defining a reliable
model. The two analytics models, fitted respectively
to GNSS and pendulum observations, have standard
deviations of residuals below one mm. This good
agreement in both study cases encourages the use of
GNSS technology in dam monitoring. GNSS on
short baselines (around two kilometres) can attain a
precision of the order of 1 mm (in the horizontal
components). It can be thus concluded that GNSS
technology can be profitably applied in dam
monitoring, especially on medium-long period.
In this way the best fit deformation models can be
assessed and profitably used for describing the dam
deformation pattern to be considered as a
benchmark for identifying possible anomalous
behaviours.
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